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Try different.
We all as hillwalkers start somewhere in our enjoyment of the sport. Maybe venturing out with friends, youth groups
or a club to local hills. For many of us we want to move on and “try different” and for this we need information
and inspiration both as to walking style and new places. Hopefully the community approach of MountainViews
can help.
Our ANNUAL 2016 shares walking experiences all over Ireland and many places abroad. From over 1700 shared
tracks, member Peter Walker has selected some illustrations of what’s possible. Our secretary
Jim has an account of the Challenge Walk year and several have contributed summiteering
lore with their experiences. View Iain Miller’s stunning photo essay on Errigal with many other
great photos. And a quiz. Winter walking? See the article by the President of MI no less.
Put aside some time to read this, our second ANNUAL and don’t forget the Hillwalkers
Gathering on Fri 17th Feb.
Front cover photo: Towards Tievnabinnia
SE Top from Tawnyard in the Sheeffrys

Simon Stewart, MountainViews.ie founder

brendan o'reilly
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The Irish Mountain
Gathering 2017!
Simon Stewart addresses the 2016 Mountain Gathering

David Owens looks back on the 2016 Gathering, and whets our appetite
for the coming February's event (also a further event).
Although winter may not be the busiest time for hillwalking,
it is a good time to get inspiration for the coming year. And
what better place than at the Annual MountainViews
Gathering, to be held as usual, in the Lansdowne Hotel,
Dublin 4, on 17th February 2017. The Gathering has
become a stalwart of the walking calendar, with hillwalkers
from all corners of the island of Ireland, and sometimes
further, coming together to hear some exciting speakers
on a range of hilly topics, socialise with like-minded people
and plan future walking. We use the Gathering also to
present our MountainViews awards for the year to those
who have complieted specific lists or who have given
outstanding service to the hillwalking & MV community.
Those of you who attended last year’s event are well aware
what a good event this always is: a total of c.80 people
listened to our two main speakers, John G. O’Dwyer and
Mike Maunsell, as well as our own Simon Stewart’s update
on MV developments and an entertaining romp through
’15 Things I have learned from Hillwalking’ by Peter Walker.
John G., fresh from the recent publication of his book
Pilgrim Paths in Ireland, spoke on ‘stories from the Irish
landscape’ covering a variety of places such as Howling
Ridge, the Knockmealdowns, Cave Hill, The Comeraghs
and William Crotty and the deserted village above Clonmel.
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Last year's speakers John G O'Dwyer (L)
and Mike Maunsell (R)
Mike Maunsell took us through his work at Mountain
Research Ireland on our mountain ecosystems which are
fragile and highly sensitive to environmental change, and
demonstrated how hillwalkers can play a role in gathering
important data from the mountain environment. Around
20 attendees also received awards.
This year’s list of speakers is equally interesting:
Paul Clements has written what are probably the funniest
books about Ireland and Irish hillwalking. His The Height
of Nonsense recounts his journey to stand on the highest
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the world's most prominent magazines and newspapers,
including Time, National Geographic and the New
York Times. Recently he published a beautiful
books of Irish hill photographs, The Mountains
of Ireland.
Simon Stewart will give a run through MV’s
achievements and activities for the year, as well
as updating on the continually developing website
that supports our activities. Peter Walker whose
light-hearted and humorous take on hillwalking has
entertained us for a number of years, will MC the
event.
This is a once-a-year opportunity to meet your
fellow hillwalkers in a relaxed convivial atmosphere We hope to see you all there.
Note the place & date:
point of each of the 32 counties of Ireland and last year
he published Wandering Ireland’s Wild Atlantic Way, an
endlessly entertaining romp along our newest coastal
route.
He also has a substantial body of other work and is a
contributing Editor to a number of Irish guide books.
Gareth McCormack is an Irish photographer and
filmmaker specialising in landscape, travel and adventure
imagery. His professional career began in 1997 when he
began shooting and writing for the Irish outdoor magazine
Walking World Ireland. His horizons soon expanded and
within long he was travelling across the globe to work on
contracts for Lonely Planet Publications.
Since then his images have been used by many of

Lansdowne Hotel, 27 - 29 Pembroke Road, Dublin 4, 8pm,
Friday, 17th February 2017.
Doors will open from 7.30pm for an 8pm start. There will be
a small charge (€8) on the door.
Directions here www.lansdownehotel.ie.
The excellent bar facilities allow you to have a drink with
other hillwalkers after the event. You can get a meal before
the meeting also. Should you wish to stay overnight then
please consider staying with the Lansdowne.
MountainViews Winter Talks: further event.
Tuesday, 11th April, 2017. 8pm. Hillwalkers' Geology in
Ireland. Speaker: Patrick Roycroft, President of the Irish
Geological Association 2015.
Patrick has written one of the most enthusiastic and
popular books on Irish Geology. Where else will you find
a fossil, rock, mineral and gemstone for every county in
Ireland? Or an account of every meteorite ever recorded
here? Same venue as the Gathering – all welcome.

Slieve Carr in winter.
gareth mccormack
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Going the distance.

The Maamturks in 2016
jim holmes

The Annual Challenge Walks Calendar
Info and commentary on this important discipline of hillwalking
from Jim Holmes
Within all sports there are many disciplines, within all leisure
activities there are even more. Over the years, indeed near
on ten now, The Challenge Walks Calendar has gone from
strength to strength! Originally the brainchild of Simon
Stewart - the Calendar followed the template of "The Long
Distance Walks" as were and continue to be, very popular
across the pond.
It was evident from its earliest of incarnations, that The
Challenge Walks Calendar was very much, a required
herald, for this discipline in its own right. And what a
unique discipline Challenge Walking is indeed, within the
great fraternity of Hillwalking!

Concerns

Initially there were some who had concerns over Challenge
Walks...! Conservation issues and even worries over
"crowd control" (I kid you not) were muted about during
the initial Calendar years - so many a Hillwalking Club had
to truly fight their corner so as to be even allowed host
their respective events...!
But all these years later and all the hosting Clubs up
6

and down the country have shown how Challenge Walks
are exceptionally well organised events with respectful
participants... and thanks to their enduring efforts - now,
very much a respected discipline in its own right.
Under the auspices of the WAI and Jim Holmes, the
Calendar then took on a more regular and informed layout
but soon it was time to pack-up and move to new, larger
premises within the MountainViews community. The rest,
as they say...!

Go-to resource

Challenge Walks tend to be the flagship event of various
Hillwalking Clubs in Ireland (no doubt we're all now aware
of the criteria required to "qualify" as a true Challenge Walk)
... but one thing that they all have in common is how they
play their part in the nurturing of Hillwalking in Ireland and
how they all attract Walkers (friends who haven't met yet!)
from all of the thirty-two Counties... and beyond!
With Challenge Walks now well and truly embedded
within the MountainViews community and website, the
Calendar is now firmly established as the "go to" resource

The Summit
Comeraghs 2016
jim holmes

for all with an interest in this unique "Early Morning Bogtrot".
Here, the would-be early risers searching for their own
adrenaline fuelled "World of Pain", can find all required
information for all the Challenge Walks up and down the
country. Many Walks themselves are now as well known
countrywide, as any of the televised events within the
greater Irish sporting arena!

Reports

So no surprise then that 2016 was every bit as successful
and interesting for the Challenge Walker with all of the
Walks continuing to go from strength to strength.

New features

From the Glover Highlander in the wilds of Donegal to the
enchantment of the Maumturks in unspoilt Connemara,
the eager Challenge Walker can follow in spirit, the
footsteps of Tom Crean in The Tom Crean Challenge in Co.
Kerry or best a day's serious endurance during the wellrenowned Lug Walk in Co. Wicklow. Within the Challenge
Walks Calendar webpages there are the relevant details,
Routecards, GPS tracks and even Reports of the given
days as recounted by members of the MountainViews
community!
Two new additions to the Homepage of the Calendar
are “CHALLENGE WALKS NEWS, REPORTS, BLOGS
& MORE...” This allows for easier viewing on the most
recent reports and new reports on the Walks can be both
uploaded and visited with ease.
Also “CHALLENGE WALKS FAQ” which whilst
addressing the obvious it also goes as far as to name the
top ten toughest Challenge Walks in Ireland! Want to join
in in a “heated debate”...?
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The following excerpts are a but some of the reports
from only some of the great Challenge Walks that are
hosted by many a proud Hillwalking Club in Ireland . . .
“Onwards to Loch Mham Ochoige and once here, and
assuming all is well in the camp... this is now the point
of no return!! Sure doesn't the day get better and better
each year! The blowy bitter wind brought many a flurry
of snow which looked very pretty against a backdrop of
morning sun. And once these showers passed, the air
was left incredibly clear with the most magnificent views
of Mweelrea and indeed the Twelve Bens themselves.
Curiously though, the day was very different for many...
all depending where the Challenge Walker was fortunate
enough or (as seemed to be the rule of thumb for me)
unfortunate enough, to welcome these savage showers...
Down in the valleys - Happy Days! Atop Binn Bhriocáin and mother of Jaysus the wind would split a flea!!”
Excerpt from Maumturks 2016 by Jim Holmes
“It turned out to be a splendid day, with 283 smiley, happy
people on the hills from all corners of the Country. There
was a bit of fog from Black Rock Mountain to Mount
Leinster, early in the day, but after that it was ‘Feck!!,
the sun cream is in the other bag’. The hillwalker with
the brolly was smarter than we thought, what better to
protect yourself against the UV sunlight... It’s getting hot
now. ‘Did I bring enough water?’ There’s a checkpoint
at Carrigalachan Gap. There’s also tea, coffee, a variety
of sweet sustenance and a top-up of water available.
Two cups please. Final checkpoint, before the finish, at
Ballycrinnigan Rock ahead. It’s all downhill from here. The
cairn that marks the way towards Dranagh is well marked,
as is the rest of the way home. You’ve seen some folk
with shorts earlier in the day and you’re wondering if the
abounding furzy vegetation, to knee height, will bother
them. Will they even care? Probably not, as they’re
practically home.”
Excerpt from Blackstairs Challenge 2016 by Gerard
Sheehy

“You’re deciding what to wear on the bus trip over. There’s

mist and fog along the tops so better to dress for that
‘battle’ when you get off the bus, don the coat and the over
trousers. You’re going to overheat on the way up Temple
Hill but in an hour’s time you’ll need them. You know how
8

your walk is going to go for the rest of the day by the time
you get to the summit of Temple Hill. You’re either feeling
strong or it knocks the bejaysus out of you. If you’re in the
latter category, you look forward to the gentle undulations
between Lyracappul and just to the West of Galtymore.
But first, there’s that second climb to Lyracappul. You see
three walkers through the mist, ahead of you on the ascent
of Lyracappul. If you want a bit of company you’ll have to
catch them up. They’re flying along, as you can’t close the
gap but the next checkpoint is ‘Wall Corner’ R863 - 242
and they’ll have to pause. You know all three and decide
to fall in with them.”
Excerpt from Galtee Challenge/Crossing 2016 by
Gerard Sheehy
“Seefin being plenty high and out a little more on its own,
will always be a model to trap any rain goin-a-begging - so
no surprise, here begins Downpour Biblica numero three.
But here, the wonderful hosts of the Walk (Dungarvan
Hillwalking Club), cleverly produce a Hillwalking secret
weapon... Tayto Crisps! (heaven on earth). A few more
ups and downs later and then yet another god-send of
hospitality and braic at the Mauma Road Checkpoint.
Crochan west (which isn't particularly high but has every
bit an incredible view as the mighty summits previous) is
the last of the day's heights and the infamous point of any
Challenge Walk where we can now say... Can you hazard
a guess??? Anyone??? What about you guys talking away
at the back of the class??? YES, you're absolutely right!
No homework for you tonight...! This is where we can
happily say "It's all downhill from here!"
Excerpt from Comeragh Challenge 2016 Jim Holmes
So onwards and upwards through 2017 . . . and what are
we all most anticipating for the forthcoming season...?
Did I hear you say "World of Pain" earlier??... surely not!
I did however, hear you say something to the tune of
”Friends who just haven't met yet..."
Let's leave it at that!
Support a Challenge
Walk near you! g
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The Expanding Culture
of the Shared Track
Peter Walker looks at how the popularity of the MountainViews Tracks
feature has grown apace.

on hillwalking, outings that won’t precipitate divorce
MountainViews’ track uploading and sharing facility
proceedings…
has expanded by over 200 entries in the last 12 months,
We have easy ascents of eminences that are conspicuous
and once again the submissions and submitters are
to those poor folk yet to discover the hills, such as
many and varied. It has been the first full year where
Great Sugar Loaf (track/824), Knocknarea (track/3070)
the extended functionality providing for formatted text
or Diamond Hill (track/2290). We have rambles along
and picture uploads has been available, and this has
Ireland’s peerless coast such as Bray Head (track/2435),
substantially increased the richness of information
Great Blasket Island (track/2063) and the endless views
available, with many impressive new entries as well as
from Iorras Beag in Connemara (track/3236).
expanded older ones.
The site now has a catalogue of over 1700
Exploratory Track/1330
tracks for perusal and use, and as a result
on Puffin Island
there are some mightily impressive collections
of routes. Individual areas can be searched and
routes can be filtered based on the requirements
of the user. Those who wish to work towards
list-related goals or especially challenging routes
are catered for: for instance we have simoburn’s
101 tracks covering all the Vandeleur-Lynams
and Arderins, plus a multitude of established
Challenge Walks uploaded by Jim Holmes, our
indefatigable guru on the subject. In addition
our coverage extends beyond the realms of the
32 counties, with many tracks from Britain and
beyond to interest and expire. Still no Antarctica
though, so someone really should fill that gap in
the market.
So let’s examine this vast smorgasbord of
adventurous ambulation and gorgeous .gpx
files, and give some attention to some of the
very best tracks within our database. You can
try any of the tracks listed here by entering e.g.
MountainViews.ie/track/3070 into your browser.

Tracks for the family

What we are interested in here are walks that are amiable
but awash with the feeling that only the outdoors brings,
routes that could ruin kids’ lives by getting them hooked

Exploratory tracks

It’s tricky to be genuinely exploratory in Ireland these days,
although it’s not that many years since summits were virgin
9
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in MountainViews terms (if not in reality). As someone
lucky enough to tag along on the coat-tails of the logistical
expertise of others, I count myself deeply fortunate to have
been on the voyages that visited the island summits of
Puffin and Scariff (track/1330 and track/1399), Inis na Bro
and Inis Tuaisceart (track/2047) and Inishark/Inishturk/
Achillbeg (track/2588).
Inland one is probably being more ‘creative’ than
‘exploratory’, but there are still
plenty of areas where you feel
like you’re breaking new ground
even if you aren’t. A walk along
the Bangor Trail combined with
an ascent of Slieve Carr (for
example track/1770) may well
make pretty much anyone feel
like the last hillwalker on Earth.

of the best photographs on MountainViews can be found
within track submissions: a good case in point is the sole
upload of expert cameraman Aidy from the Mournes
(track/3326). A spectacular example from further from
Ireland’s population centres would be track/3331 from
Naranjo de Bulnes in Spain. And a final photojournal of one
of Ireland’s finest Challenge Walks, the Glover Highlander
(track/3110).

Extreme tracks

Here be dragons, or at
least here be people with
substantially tougher skin on
their feet than most. There are
some phenomenal one-day
accomplishments recorded on
MountainViews, and as I am
prone to saying, surely only the
sanest among us can resist the
temptation for a REALLY long walk from time to time?
If we limit ourselves to single day excursions, then preeminent must be Andy Owens and Paddy Dennis and their
execution of the Hart Walk…Dublin to Lug and back within
24 hours, all 115km of it…thanks to GSheehy for bringing it
to our attention (track/3316). Gerard himself has managed
some admirably mad stuff too, with his Double Maumturks
traverse (track/3307) surely giving a terrifying frisson to
those who understand how substantial an undertaking
a single crossing is. And one has to acknowledge
such logical-but-bonkers outings as conormcbandon’s
‘Extended Circuit of Lough Currane’ in the south-west
(track/2494).
And did our beloved former Secretary really get to the
Mournes from Dublin under his own steam (track/2021)
including a swim? I’ll have to ask him.

If a picture paints a thousand
words…

…I would find it a lot easier to hit my word count for this
article, but never mind. A lot of folk are unaware that many
10

Mournes view from Track/3326
PHOTO: AIDY MCGLYNN

Best tracks abroad

Lovers of walking may well be able to find a lifetime’s
worth of outings in Ireland itself, but if you look beyond
those borders then the possibilities begin bordering on
endless. The notion of the ‘bucket list’ has caused many
of us to start contemplating classic international routes,
but it pays to remember that if Ireland has many wonderful
‘unfashionable areas’ then other nations might do likewise.
Your author is English so he feels obliged to begin with
some highlights from that big land thing on the right of the
M1 as you travel north. From Scotland there is famous (Ben
Nevis track/1879) and obscure (the coastal hills of Harris
track/2859). From Wales there is the classic (the Snowdon
Horseshoe track/2346) and the connoisseurial (sic) (the
Nantlle Ridge track/3386). And from England there is the
hugely popular (Helvellyn by the Edges track/3317) and
the hugely lonely (Bodmin Moor track/1972).
Beyond that, I scarcely know where to start, but as a
body of exploration mcrtchly and kernowclimber’s uploads
stand out: their contribution of the fabled Inca Trail in Peru
(track/2187) is the tip of the iceberg. g
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Your walking highlights of 2016
One of many minor summits on Croaghgorm,
this one marked by a quartz topped cairn.
Aidy mcglynn

Croaghgorm in the Bluestack Mountains stood out for Aidy McGlynn
2016 may have been an annus horribilis in many ways,
but in terms of hill walking, I had a great year, having
some brilliant days out in spectacular areas including
the Coomloughra Horseshoe, the Caha Mountains, the
Mournes and the Derryveagh Mountains amongst many
others. I’d have to say that my favourite walk was closer
to home however, in Donegal’s Bluestack Mountains.
These are nearer to me than even the Sperrins in my native
Tyrone, so I’ve done a lot of walking there, and maybe
even become a bit obsessed with this compact, littlewalked range.
The walk which sticks in my mind was done at the start
of October 2016 on a glorious Autumn day. Despite the
good weather, its never going to be easy in the Bluestacks
with generally boggy conditions underfoot, and usually
difficult terrain at least for part of any route. My plan was
to start in the Reelan Valley and head for Croaghgorm, the
highest peak in the range at 674 metres, and also take in
the subsidiary top, one of the Arderin Begs, Croaghgorm
East Top. I’ve been on Croaghgorm several times now,
but it’s a big, spread-out, bulky mountain which bears
repeated visits to fully explore it, with lots of little mini
summits and rocky gullies. A great alternative which I’ve

done in the past, is to approach from the East – a long
walk over Glascarns Hill, Croaghbane, Ardnageer and
Ardnageer SW Top.
Sometimes you just know you are in for a great day, and
this was the case as I drove along the rough road deep
into the Reelan Valley. The views were already stunning,
across the valley to Gaugin, and the central Bluestack ridge
stretching from Glascarns Hill to Lavagh Beg. The valley
was still filled with morning fog, contrasting with bright
sunshine above on the mountains. By the time I parked
the car where the road comes to a dead end, the fog had
gone, and I set off over the bog to cross the North East
shoulder of Lavagh More – straight into difficult walking
up the steep slope through tussocky grass, rushes and
wet ground. From the top of the shoulder I followed the
contours of Lavagh More round to the low point between
it and Croaghgorm. There, I joined an ugly track which
took me part of the way up Croaghgorm. The track is a
bit of an eyesore in this magnificent landscape, but it did
offer a stretch of easier walking. Not long after, I left it to
go back on the open hillside and make for the summit. Up
here, although steep in parts, the walking is easier, with
shorter vegetation, and drier, rocky conditions underfoot.
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Near the summit of Croaghgorm East Top.
The remote Lough Belshade comes into view.
aidy mcglynn

Croaghgorm’s summit with its stone windbreak was a
good spot for a brief rest.
It can be hard going to get to this point, but from here
on, the walking was pure pleasure, with breathtaking
views in all directions, and the rocky terrain seeming like
Engine from the crashed
WWII Sunderland flying boat.
aidy mcglynn

another world. This feeling of being somewhere apart
from the rest of the world continued as I crossed several
small summits and valleys, winding through huge erratic
boulders dumped by long gone glaciers, on my way to the
East Top. I was accompanied by wide vistas, over the rest
of the Bluestacks and down over Lough Eske to Donegal
Bay. Reaching the East Top, I was rewarded with a view
over the strikingly blue waters of Lough Belshade.
Retracing my steps to the eastern side of Croaghgorm, I
then took a diversion descending one of the gullies down
the north-eastern slope, overlooking Croaghanard Lough,
where I found another fascinating point of interest on this
great mountain – the wreckage of a World War II RAF
12

Sunderland plane. The flying boat was returning from the
North Atlantic to its base on Lough Erne in Co Fermanagh
on a stormy night, when it crashed into the mountain, killing
7 of the crew. I followed the gully down, exploring the
scattered, twisted metal remains, and it seemed incredible
that anyone had survived and made their way out.
The short October days, and the time I had spent
exploring the crash site, and taking in the views all along
the walk, meant it was getting dark as I headed back over
the slopes of Lavagh More to the Reelan Valley, but the
failing light was just another bonus, creating nice pastel
colours in the sky and on the surrounding slopes. As is
normally the case in the Buestacks, I finished the walk
with tired legs and soaking feet, but with a feeling of
deep contentment after a great day out, and amazingly,
once again I’d had the whole vast beautiful landscape
entirely to myself. I wouldn’t begrudge meeting some
fellow mountainviews users up there though, and would
recommend this area strongly. g

Looking over Croaghanard Lough towards Gaugin
Mountain aidy mcglynn
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Your walking highlights of 2016
View from Cummeenbaun, early in the
Glenrastel horseshoe.
bryan mccabe

The Glenrastel Horseshoe and the peak-bagger: Bryan McCabe
encounters more than just hills on this wild Beara circuit.

I suspect that many hillwalkers visiting the Beara peninsula
will have the Eskatarriff horseshoe and Hungry Hill on their
itineraries, but the Glanrastel Horseshoe is a hidden gem
that could easily be overlooked. The horseshoe takes
in five MountainViews peaks (Cummeenbaun, Droppa,
Knockeirky, Cushnaficulla and Knockowen) and is a much
more satisfying way to reach Knockowen (the highest point
of the circuit at 658 m) than from the Healy Pass. By drifting
a little west on the western leg of the horseshoe, the lower
summits of Stookeennalackareha and Knockastumpa can
be included; Stookeennalackareha in particular offers a
fantastic vantage point over Glanmore Lake and the Caha
peaks west of the Healy Pass Road.
There is parking for a few cars at W 803 582 in the
cul-de-sac road running east from Lauragh, and a ford
nearby at W 807 583 to help cross the Glenrastel River.
The only steep ground on the route is the initial pull up
Cummeenbaun. The dramatic cliffs north of Cushnaficulla
and Knockowen soon come into full view. While walking
between Droppa and Knockeirky, the wilderness that
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opens up at the top of the valley and beyond is striking.
We were surprised to see a badger at about 590 m
elevation on the final approach to Knockowen. Apparently
it is unusual but not unheard of for badgers to venture
this high; a peak-badger no doubt! The spur at W 802
576 is the most convenient route back to the start after a
rewarding day in this beautiful part of the south west - in
sweltering heat in our case, believe it or not! g
View down Glenrastel valley,
approaching Knockowen.
bryan mccabe
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Your walking highlights of 2016

A round of summits in Joyce Country stood out for Eamon O'Callaghan
My walking highlight of the year was a 19km circuit of the
Drishaghaun Valley taking in seven summits in northern
Galway (Partry/Joyce Country), done on the 8th of June in
very pleasant weather. There is a real feeling of remoteness

to the circuit of this valley.
Photograph taken from last top of day Bohaun 424mts,
looking NW over the Valley. g

Seefin in the Ballyhouras was a memorable day for MV's member FinbarrC
Last year while summiting this mountain, a friend
remarked that the view from the top equalled anything
he had witnessed in his travels, which included spells in
Korea, Australia, the U.S and Mexico. Although the region

Enjoying a 'summit moment'on Seefin West Top
14

is still largely a hidden treasure, it is becoming more widely
known through the success of the Ballyhoura Bike Trails:
http://www.trailriders.ie/
The first section of the climb is a relaxed and surefooted gradient, but the difficulty level
then increases in proportion to the
deteriorating track condition. An ancient
cairn provides welcome respite from the
windswept expanse as one approaches
the summit, but the actual peak is
accessible only over rough ground. A
volume containing visitors names had
until recently been viewable in the cairn,
but has unfortunately fallen victim to
the twin wraths of weather and time.
Traditionally, the six counties of Munster
are visible from the summit, and I include
this video link which gives a flavour of the
picturesque panorama that awaits those
who scale its lofty heights: https://vimeo.
com/137133537 g
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Your walking highlights of 2016
The Colly-Meenteog-Macklaun circuit
route uploaded by peter nevin

A summiteering 2016: Peter Nevin took himself (and his bike) far and
wide in the last twelve months.
1. Knocknadobar – Kerry, July, its 4 tops, great weather,
really great views and the return walk to the car on the
Butter Road as well to finish off a memorable day.
Yet...I’ve seen so many photos of the mountain and from
the mountain that it’s a bit like hearing a ‘classic’ song
too often or listening to your favourite singer/songwriter...
no real surprises and yet it’s easy to forget why it’s your
favourite! This is a day out to be savoured and kept for
a day with great weather/visibility. It’s that tremendous
combination of steep mountains sloping steeply into the
sea along with great views. You won’t be disappointed.
2. Finishing the Glenbeigh Horseshoe and Colly (in 3
bites over 15 months), Kerry. I liked the challenge of
putting together routes that made sense to me, rather
than following the usual routes – mainly due to diminishing
mountaineering stamina to complete the ‘classic’
Glenbeigh Horseshoe (part of the aging process!). If
anyone is interested in the routes, I have uploaded them
onto the MV map of the area.
Day 1 June 2015 – Drung Hill and Beenmore, an out-and

back route from Mountain Stage.
Day 2 May 2016 – Colly, Meenteog and Macklaun from the
eastern, Glencar side.
Day 3 September 2016 – Coomacarrea, Teermoyle,
Mullaghnarakill and Been Hill from a remote valley on the
western side. This meant missing out on fine views for
a lot of the ascent, as well as skipping Keamconneragh,
(due to a lack of stamina).
The ridge to Benbeg from Cuilcagh
peter nevin
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3. Epic days #1: After staying overnight in a hotel at
Dublin airport in order to drop off my son for an early
morning flight, I drove to the Mournes to climb my final
two 600m peaks there, Shanlieve and Eagle Mountain,
in mist and cloud. I then drove through south Armagh
in better weather to climb Armagh’s high point, Slieve
Gullion. After a short rest, I drove on through the midlands
to climb Meath’s high point, Slieve na Callaigh, and then
Westmeath’s Mullaghmeen. Both of these county tops
are very easy walks and Meath’s top is by far and away
the more interesting of the two as it comprises the Lough
Crew passage tombs. After another sleep in the car, I
made my way home to Limerick that evening!
4. Epic days #2: In July, while on holidays in Connemara,
I needed to collect my son from a Scout camp in County
Cavan. This was an opportunity to climb another two county
tops, Cavan and Fermanagh, as Cuilcagh straddles both
counties, - also top Benbeg. I also brought my mountain
bike so that I could make a ‘looped’ walk instead of the
more usual ‘out and back’ route. I can highly recommend
this route (shades of ‘the manufacturer speaks highly of
his product’!). I left my bike at the road’s highest point, the
usual starting point for Benbeg and drove down to park in
the very scenic valley near Glangevlin. The weather was
superb with a cool northerly wind on the tops and I really
enjoyed the cycle back to the car. It’s almost all downhill
and there is something about a cycle like this coming at
the end of a long day on the hills that feels really energising!

5. A weekend in the North in October saw me in the
Sperrins for the first time. Again, my mountain bike made
the experience so much better as I was able to construct
another circular route which always makes me feel excited
that I am covering new ground the whole day. I dropped
my bike at the high point of the B44 east of Sawel, and
drove back down into the main valley, to park the car
at the hamlet of Crannagh, on the southern side of the
Sperrins. Also, I was really impressed by the views on
offer on the ridge! Cuilcagh, Errigal, the Mournes on this
island and Ailsa Craig off the coast of Scotland, as well as
a number of Scottish hills I can’t name! Incidentally, the
valleys around this part of Tyrone/Derry are really lovely to
drive through and I can also recommend Draperstown as a
base for walking in this area. The same weekend I climbed
Trostan, Antrim’s high point to bring my County Tops total
to 25 with only Monaghan and Sligo/Leitrim remaining.
Overall, a good year on the mountains as I continue in
my efforts to complete a number of ‘lists’, especially the
600m Peaks, Highest 100 and the County Tops.
My ambition for 2017 is to return to the Nephin Beg range.
I also will try to get in a long weekend in Donegal – it’s
nearly 20 years since I’ve been there! In between these,
I will continue to make day trips to Kerry to make up for
all the ‘lost’ time I spent travelling to Wales and Scotland
while living in Dublin all those years ago! More immediately
though, my mountain bike needs a makeover... g

The view across Glenelly valley from the Southern slopes of Mullaghclogha.
peter nevin
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Your walking highlights of 2016
Looking across the slopes under Mám na bhFonsai.
mark wallace

A Bencollaghduff alternative: Mark Wallace headed up Mám na
bhFonsai to complete the last of his Twelve Bens
My best walk of the year came at the very end, during
the incredibly mild weather over the Christmas period.
My main aim on the day was to summit Bencollaghduff,
the only peak in the Twelve Bens I had yet to visit, and,
according to MV stats, the best of the lot. But I wanted to
do something a bit different, so I decided on an ascent via
the steep-sided pass of Mám na bhFonsai. Even reaching
the bottom of the pass is a bit of a trek, but once there,
the road and the houses lower down in the valley are out
of view, and the feeling of seclusion is total. The place is
strewn with boulders but is greener than the surrounding
boglands, with even a few small trees growing beside the
stream that falls from the pass.
From there it gets a little trickier, but there’s always
something special about picking your own way up a
mountain without paths, especially when it involves
weaving around, or occasionally scrambling over, rugged
rocky crags, and this is what this climb involved. The
difficulty of the climb made it all the sweeter to come out
on top of Mám na bhFonsai into sunlight and know that the

summit was within reach. Not only that, but I was going
to reach it in the best possible conditions: a cloudless sky,
no wind, and an unseasonably mild temperature. It was
so good up there that I extended the walk and took in
Benbaun as well, descending via Knockpasheemore to
make a horseshoe of sorts of it. A great day out in the hills,
although the sad part is that I have now run out of Bens
to climb. g
Looking north-west from Benbaun
mark wallace
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Your walking highlights of 2016
The irascible Maamturks
peter walker

Peter Walker's first visit to the Maamturks in November came to a
fishy end
As a middle-aged man who had to give himself a 'you're a
mountain walker, not a bloody rambler' talking-to not that
long ago, I actually had to think about what my favourite
day out was this year. But eventually I plumped for a
heroic failure to do the Maamturks walk in the first week
of November, and the discovery that a couple of months
of lunchtime running and a quick trip to the start the night
before to check where the car park is can be emphatically
undone by a Summiteering need to visit tops that the
classic walk avoids, the fact that I'd never set foot in the
range before, and the sheer comical lack of daylight.
Still, it was grand to have this gloriously irascible range
of hills entirely to myself on a clear day, even as both the
schedule and any desire I had to do the last stretch in
pitch darkness receded. The imminent dusk got the better
of me on Binn Bhriocain's NE top, and a darkening march
finally delivered me to a pitch black crossroads in the
middle of nowhere. Robert Johnson would probably have
written a song about that, but I settled for summoning
18

Tony the Taxi from Leenane to save my soul (or at least
get said soul back to the Leenane Hotel), where I had the
halibut for dinner.
I NEVER have the halibut. It must have been a really
good day. g

Steamed halibut in black bean sauce
Wikipedia commons
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Your walking highlights of 2016
The three sisters from Ceann Sibeal
MICHAEL REA

Michael Rea had A Grand Day Out on the Three Sisters in West Dingle.
I was lucky enough to enjoy a few outstanding walks over
the course of the year. The Causeway Coastal Challenge
in May, a fine walk in early October on the ridge in the
Dunkerrons between Mothillín and Knockaunanattin
West Top, and a glorious day in June on the Glenbeigh
Horseshoe, among others. My choice, however is from the
30th October last, on a day more suited to the height of
summer than the late Autumnal fare it should have entailed.
I had decided to head along to West Dingle to walk
along the 3 sister’s cliff walk. Now at the outset, let me
advise that this is a walk only suited for a good day. Don’t
even attempt it in rain, fog and especially wind. Also, if
you’re into vertigo, maybe stay home and play scrabble
instead. It’s a fine walk but the exposure is significant in
places, and you don’t want to be making acquaintance
with Davy Jones’s locker now.
The walk begins on the beach of Smerwick Harbour.
Turn right in Ballyferriter for the beach where there is
parking for about 20 cars plus. On to the beach and
turn left along towards the end, following the Dingle way
markers. After a while, leave the way and make for the
hamlet of Smerwick walking through the houses and
farms scattered alongside. After a while the road peters

into a track and simply follow along until it empties onto
the open mountain.The first sister Binn Diarmada looms
off to your left but you can follow a faint path which hugs
the shoreline, admiring Brandon and its ridge across the
water. Nothing for it now but to face the short but steep
slog up Binn Diarmada where you can admire the fine
views as well as the next parish in the Bronx.
From here you can see the way ahead to Sybil head,
your destination. Follow the path along the cliffs, keeping
on the seaward side of the fence to avoid any access
issues. The path is fine but watch out for the exposure in
places.
Sisters two and three Bhinn Mhéanach and Binn Hanraí
are reached in quick succession It’s just 1 amazing view
after another at this stage, and the old observation tower
on Sybil head is slowly getting nearer all the time.
From here you simply descend across a paddock to a
farm roadway just below, which leads into the community
of Ferriter’s Cove. Turn right at the cross leading to the golf
club, left and then right which will bring you right onto the
beach where you turn right where your vehicle is approx.
500m away. Enjoy. g
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Errigal: a year
in pictures

Sunrise from Tullaghobegley Irish
iain miller

Iain Millar describes what it's like to have Donegal's iconic mountain
in his back yard.
Living at the apron of the western slopes of the Aghla
Mountains in the middle of the huge Special Protected
Area of blanket bog known locally as Tullaghobegley Irish.
This excellent location allows uninterrupted views of the
entire Glover seven from the north face of Errigal Mountain
through to the south face of Muckish Mountain from my
bedroom window. It is from here we start this short article
of very memorable days out in 2016.

Tullaghobegley Irish

The following three pictures show the very different
faces of Errigal and the outrageously beautiful skies that
live above Donegal’s highest peak. On the very last day of
March this year we had a very unseasonal late 48hr double
20

dump of snow above the 400m contour. The snow came
in two overnight falls and during the following mornings the
snow thawed and almost disappeared in the early morning
spring sunshine.
All three pictures were taken from my house and
accommodation
at
http://www.uniqueascent.ie/
donegal_mountain_lodge.

Errigal in Spring Snow

It was on the second morning of heavy snow fall that I
left my house at 0330hrs and made my way to the south
face car park on Errigal. I made an uber early morning
ascent of the south face route and was rewarded with an
alpine mountain experience with fresh untrampled snow

The first snows of 2016 on Errigal
iain miller

Cloud inversion on Errigal
iain miller
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Brocken Spectre over Dunlewey
iain miller

Oscar on Errigal Summit
22

iain miller

Errigal and Poisoned Glen Reflection
iaIn miller

Errigal, the Aghlas and Muckish from Grogan Mór
iaIn miller
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Sunset on Maumlack Summit 7th Dec 2016
iaIn miller

from the 350m contour to the summit. On the summit
ridge the wind was blowing at approx. 50 knots from the
south west causing spindrift to cascade over the twin
summits from the sw slopes. A large cornice was nicely
overhanging the approach to the south summit and the
whole ascent of Errigal was very much a Scottish winter
/ Alpine experience. This short film shows the summit
ridge in all its winter finery, https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=7PLJRStjMVE.

Reflection

On a windless morning at the start of December I was on
the way home from taking my three year old child to nursery
and noticed the glassy appearance of the Dunlewey Lake.
A swift walk to the GAA pitch and the following pictures
and this footage were taken completely spur of the
moment,
https://www.facebook.com/IainMiller1970/
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videos/10154273751383191/. As the weather was
surreal I made a swift ascent of Grogan Mór to capture the
third picture of a very snowy Western Donegal.
And finally to bring balance to the force the following
picture was taken at sunset on the summit of Maumlack
facing north to Errigal on the 7th December 2016. I was
running a mountain Leader training course and the group
left my house at 10am that morning expecting a day of
biblical rains. We had walked for most of the day in thick
cloud and it was only as the sun started to dip below
Arranmore Island that was had this epic clearance.
As with all good pictures it is the hoped for and usually
unexpected conditions and light that make a memorable
experience. All year round in western Donegal I am
continual surprised at the beauty of my surroundings and
the unspoiled nature of the hills around me. g
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Pepe's
prized
pimples
It's never too late to go
Pimple-peaking.
David Murphy elaborates.

David Murphy (aka 'Pepe') on Conde,
Tenerife with Teide in the background
david murphy

Imagine spending your late teens and early twenties
travelling all over Scotland; living and working in Kerry;
visiting the Dolomites, Alps and Pyrenees – all this without
ever looking up? That was Pepé for the first fifty-five years
of his existence on this mountainous planet of ours. To
sum him up: he once spent three days in Glen Nevis near
Fort William without it entering his low-lying eyes and
ground-sniffing brain to glance skyward at what towered
overhead. A dope, I hear you say, for not starting his hillwalking career until the late fifties beckoned.
He’s since been a busy boy applying the carpe diem
principle to make up for lost opportunities. Notable
2016 conquests include Divis, Blackstairs Mountain,
Sliabh Mhaca Ré, Mangerton, Knockmealdown, Gravale,

Moanbane and the four peaks of the Kilbride
Circuit. Highlights of the year: climbing Lug
in Wicklow and Roque del Conde in Tenerife.
Incidentally, the ugly monstrosity in the
accompanying photo is what laughingly passes
for a trig on Tenerife (the ugly monstrosity is on
the right as you look at the photo, by the way).
Conde is 3,291 feet (1003m), according to
Pepé – and he is right. If you buy him a pint
he will claim his highest summit so far is Pachatata, high
in the Andes. He will tell you that Pachatata stands at a
resounding above sea-level height of 13,510 feet (4118m)
– he likes to place particular emphasis on the “10”. While
this is technically correct, and yes, he has conquered it,
what he will neglect to mention is that Pachatata squats
on an island on Lake Titicaca. Titicaca lies 12,500 feet
(3812m) above sea-level, making the island summit a
doddle really, one of Pepé’s many prized pimples.
Pepé finds himself drawn to pimples. Many of these
lowly hills are really only mounds on the ground. Pimplepeaking can be a lot of fun. Try doing five pimples in one
day in, say, County Wexford. Part of the fun with pimples
lies in finding the damn things in the first place. Throw
out your sat-nav. Rely on the OS map or ask a native, if
you can find one. Locals can be highly entertaining, often
providing the highlight of the day. [ED: agree with all but
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Pachatata on the island of Amantani, Lake Titicaca
lothar sowada

keep the gps – MV provides handy summit waypoints and
useful example tracks] A few years back, Pepé and his
family, hopelessly lost, stopped to ask directions at a small
garage in Mayo. A local lady came to the rescue. “Follow
me!” she cried. What ensued was a high-speed chase for
several miles down some of the most twisted boreens the
West of Ireland has to offer. Pepé had no choice but to
drive dangerously fast just to keep up with her. Without
warning, she shuddered to a halt at a crossroads. Pepé
slammed on the brakes to avoid ramming into the back of
her car. “The place you’re looking for is just down there,”
she pointed to a road on the left, adding, “Sorry for being
in such a hurry, but I’ve to collect the kids from school!”
With that she disappeared in a cloud of dust, leaving Pepé
to reflect that if anyone in Formula One ever needs a new

Beware of the mountaineer: Mother McHughs in Fenor.
google
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driver, he’ll give them her number.
The thing about pimples is to approach them on foot from
afar. For instance, if you choose to climb Knocknaveagh
in West Cork do not drive up to the ‘viewing point’ to park
your car – from there it’s only half a click across the top
to the trig. Instead, make a proper stroll out of it. Park
in the town of Bantry and walk up winding country lanes
to reach your target. You’ll be there and back downtown
inside two and a half hours, three hours max. Likewise, do
not park near the water treatment plant at Ballyscanlon Hill
in County Waterford – you’ll be back off the hill at your car
in twenty minutes. Make a day out of it. Park in Fenor. Now
you are faced with a pleasant uphill walk of a mile or two
on quiet country roads to take you to the top.
When you’re back in Fenor you might have a thirst.
If that is the case, slake it in Mother McHugh’s pub – a
fine establishment where you’ll occasionally find Pepé (he
spends a lot of time in the shadow of the Comeraghs,
though he does not live there). Whatever happens, do
not start talking to him about hill-walking. That mistake
will succeed in encouraging him to yap ceaselessly about
“my late-developing mountaineering career”. You would
swear he had climbed onto the bar-stool with a rope on
his shoulders, pitons hanging from his belt and crampons
on his feet, as he blathers on about the time he spent in
the Andes “conquering Pacha ...” Blah, blah, blah, Etc,
etc. Time to knock back your drink then and go. g
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Bangor Trail:
The Haute Route
View from the summit of Slieve Carr
ian miller

Liz Ashton recounts a two day hike in Ireland's greatest tract of
uninhabited wilderness
The Bangor Trail is a 42km marked low level route in West
Mayo linking the towns of Bangor Erris and Newport
across one of the more remote regions of Ireland.
However, the four of us undertaking the challenge
decided trekking 42km was not hard enough, so we also
crossed nine summits, with a total of 2,700m ascent, over
two days-and slept out in the open (sort of! And so, it came
to pass on a dry and overcast July morning Liz50, millsd1
and two friends left the comfort of a hotel in Newport for a
50 minute taxi ride to the start of the Bangor Trail at F866
266.
It was 10am as we set off following the Yellow Men
marker posts for about 1.5km before branching off in a
SE direction towards Knocklettercuss. The underfoot
conditions on the actual trail were very wet-not sure if this

is always the case or whether it was due to the heavy
overnight rain. Once we took to the slopes the ground
was remarkably dry. We crossed Knocklettercuss and
Maumykelly before following a Southerly course to Slieve
Carr which is the most remote summit in Ireland. The
weather had up to now been quite changeable but as we
reached the top of Slieve Carr we were greeted by clear
sky and great views.
Continuing South along the ridge we crossed Corslieve
before a steep descent on grass and short heather to
Scardaun Lough. It was now mid-afternoon and there
was just one mountain (admittedly with 2 MountainViews
summits) to cross before our overnight stop.
Nephin Beg proved to be the biggest challenge of the
entire weekend. We ascended the NW spur to reach
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a small plateau before a steep slope up to the summit
avoiding scree. It was at this point all the extra gear
including sleeping bags, food, water and clothing we were
carrying made its full impact. We had a long and breathless
discussion about the name of the mountain, concluding
there was nothing Beg about it. So, we decided to drop
the Beg and add the prefix Effin!
Eventually reaching the summit we had a bit of a
breather and a much needed chocolate fix before heading
South to Nephin Beg South. A descent of the SE spur
over rough slippery ground took us to the Letterkeen Loop
track which we followed to our 5 star accommodation
for the night: The Mountain Meitheal Lough Avoher hut at
F937 073 arriving at 6pm.
We managed to find enough dry sticks to make a fire
so we could boil water for the very important cup of tea
and dinner which consisted of quick cook pasta and rice
dishes. A smelly brie and oatcakes brought ‘bush tucker’
to a whole new level.
After a night’s sleep (I slept well but I am led to believe my
snoring and the sheep bleating kept everyone else awake)
we were all up with the lark for a very quick breakfast, due

to a midge invasion and back on the Bangor Trail before
7am.
Following the trail for a little less than a kilometre we
again left it for higher ground ascending the SW spur of
Glenamong East top, crossing a number of fault lines
and peat hags en route to the summit. We continued in
a Westerly direction to Glennamong main top then along
the ridge for approximately 3km in a South Southwesterly
direction to Corranabinnia. We had a fine view of the
narrow arête across to Corranabinnia SW top but it would
have to wait for another day.
The descent of the Eastern spur of Corranabinnia
across a steep boulder field required care and at the col
we took a Southeasterly bearing to Bengorm NW top
and main top. From this vantage point we were able to
see back to Slieve Carr in the distance, whilst ahead we
could admire the islands in Clew Bay and below us were
Lough Feeagh and Lough Furnace. We made our final
descent on the SE spur to the road which we followed as
it made its way between the two Loughs before re-joining
the Bangor Trail and a 4km road walk back to Newport.
At this point it was very tempting to call a taxi, but being
hardened hillwalkers we shared
our last Mars bar, banana and
coffee and made the final slog
back to town arriving at 4pm.
This is a great walk in
the Irish ‘wilderness’. Don’t
underestimate the effects of
heavier than usual backpacks.
Thanks also to Mountain
Meitheal for the hut which is in
an ideal location for this walk.
We were also very lucky with the
weather, it was cloudy for most
of the time but no rain.
In summary:
Day 1: Distance 20km; 1500m
ascent; Walking time 7 hours;
Total time 8 hours
Day 2: Distance 22km; 1200m
ascent; Walking time 7.5 hours;
Total time 9 hours g

Lough Avoher hut
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liz ashton

The Refuge de Sarradets and the Brèche de Roland

The Elemental Grandeur
of ‘Nature’s Colosseum’

Sharron Schwartz

The Cirque de Gavarnie: Sharron Schwartz and Martin Critchley
explore this iconic natural amphitheatre in the Pyrenees
A Five Star View

The modest two-starred Hôtel des Cimes in Gavarnie
is a world away from the flea-ridden Pyrenean
hostelries described by Hilaire Belloc who travelled
through the region at the turn of the twentieth century.
It’s most certainly not The Ritz, but our first floor ensuite room has a five star view up the valley to the
Cirque de Gavarnie, a vast glacial bowl gouged out of
the Pyrenees Mountains. Probably the most famous
corrie in the world, this 1,400m high and 890m wide
wonder described by the novelist Victor Hugo as
‘nature’s coliseum’, lies within the Pyrénées-Mont
Perdu UNESCO World Heritage Site which straddles
France and Spain.
The early-July scenery is a true salve for the soul.
Woodland sweeps up to the yawning ice and snow
frosted corrie with its wedding-veil waterfalls. In the
distance I can hear the roar of a river carrying away
the snowmelt. Flower-scented meadows that look as

if they have been lifted straight from the pages of a
fairy story are dotted with crème caramel coloured
cows dining on a salade verte so green as to be
unbelievable. The melodic clanking of their bells is
carried on the wind drifting languidly across the
landscape. A chattering alpine swift chasing insects
darts across the sky like a tossed away scythe in
a mesmerising dance of life and death. If it wasn’t
for the tacky souvenir shops, this place would be a
paradise.
The sun slips down behind the nearby mountains
plunging the Cirque into shadow, and the horses
that ply the route up to it are being led away by their
keeper for the night just as the village church bell
gently tolls for evening prayers. Tomorrow we plan to
climb into the mountains above ‘nature’s coliseum’,
but thunderstorms are forecast for the area and with
an abundance of caution we have revised our plans
for a four day wild camping trek across the mountains.
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Beers Beneath La Brèche

The Brèche de Roland (Roland’s Breach) at an elevation of
2,804m marks the Franco-Spanish border, and ascending
to this point is undoubtedly one of the finest climbs in
the Pyrenees. From the car park at the Col de Tentes
(2,208m) we stroll along an ancient mountain track fringed
with electric mauve thistles that rises gently above the
Vallée des Pouey D’Aspé to the Puerto de Bujaruelo. Here
we feast our eyes on a dragon’s back of snow-capped
mountains sweeping up from the verdant Valle de Ordesa.
This green and pleasant land is Spain, and we fill our lungs
with the warm air wafting upwards which is scented with
the unmistakable aroma of wild mountain thyme. Tiny
butterflies float from one flower head to another and a
chorus of insects drone the lazy song of summer. The
percussive sound of fallen rock alerts us to the presence of
a marmot busily foraging amid a grassy swathe misty-blue
with gentian flowers. It lets out a loud whistle when we
approach too close and darts away into a chaotic tumble
of rock.
We then thread our way up a steep rocky path on the
shoulder of a mountain on the opposite side of the Vallée
des Pouey D’Aspé towards the first of several patches
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of dirty snow which bear the scars of countless feet. The
summer breeze carries the musical clank of sheep bells,
the whisper of dried grass, the distant cry of a vulture and
the hiss of water cascading over rock. We cross tumbling
streams swollen with snow melt, cellophane-clear water
as cold as ice, and scramble up a rocky ridge which
leads into another ravine with a noisy waterfall bouncing
down the mountainside. The ground ahead is steep and
uncharacteristically snow-choked for the time of year,
Foraging marmot
sharron schwartz
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The Col de Sarradetes above the Cirque de Gavarnie
Sharron Schwartz

and we stop to don our crampons. The track passes
very close to the waterfall and is treacherous; chains
that would help upward traction lie buried under feet of
snow and the hot sun gives it the consistency of caster
sugar. In places verglas smears naked rock and the
diamond dazzling treachery of slushy snow on ice
makes progress difficult. We can hear water gurgling
beneath our boots and in places have to carefully
negotiate rivulets fleeing through melted runnels in
the compacted snow.
Above the waterfall is a large glacial bowl where
the snow has drifted many metres deep. Great layers
of sedimentary rock have been upended in the sheer
cliffs that erupt through the blanket of whiteness like
the bones of the Earth picked bare. The sun is high
and commanding a sky which bears no menace,
but the heat saps our energy. A steep climb out of
the bowl brings us to a rocky ridge where we finally
catch sight of the Refuge des Sarradets (2,587m) which is
named after the col located below it. Currently undergoing
renovation, a large crane hovers over the stone built
chalet-style building which is perched on an outcrop of
rock commanding jaw-dropping views. Below we can see
the top of the vast Cirque de Gavarnie, the layers of rock
surrounding it squeezed and contorted into swirls and
whorls as if modelled in plasticine. Waterfalls resembling

curtains of white silk tumble over its side, and snowcovered scree slopes above it sweep up to a monumental
wall of rock that soars into the sky, broken only by the
Brèche de Roland, a dramatic gap-toothed void in the
corrie’s rocky smile.

The Brèche de Roland
martin critchley

A steep and at times slippery descent from the ridge
over loose snow brings us to the refuge. We find a shady
spot on the balcony facing the corrie and fire up our stove
for lunch, eyed all the while by a couple of cheeky alpine
choughs. Above the Pic de Sarradets we catch sight of a
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Descent to the Col de Tentes
sharron schwartz

sole lammergeyer gracefully circling on the thermals.
Lunch complete, we climb a steep switchback snowcovered track towards the Brèche de Roland, stopping
briefly to plunge a couple of local craft beers into the snow
to chill. The sun beats down relentlessly from an azure
blue sky, broken only by some cloud boiling up beyond
the Brèche, which would have been the gateway to Spain
for us on our now abandoned four day trek. Yet the storm
that is forecast seems an absurdity on a day such as this,
and we wonder whether we should have thrown caution to
the wind and done the trek after all.
From the towering 100m high void in the cliffs, we feast
our eyes on the verdant Valle de Ordesa shimmering in
the blue haze of a hot afternoon. According to Medieval
legend ‘Roland’s Breach’ was cut by Count Roland with his
sword Durendal in an attempt to destroy it after his defeat
during the epic late-eighth century Battle of Roncevaux
Pass. After savouring our much-awaited cool beers below
the remnants of the Glacier de la Brèche, which like many
European glaciers has all but vanished, we head back
down to the Col de Tentes.
Back in Gavarnie, the moonless night sky is juniperpurple and the bejewelled arch of the Milky Way soars
across the heavens as we leave Les Cascades restaurant.
Despite the fact that a fine four course French meal is a far
better deal than a packet of freeze dried food, we curse the
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fact that we are not sat in our tent high in the mountains on
such a still and perfect night.
‘Dung-Ho’ to the Cirque…

The next day dawns hot and sunny with scarcely a cloud
in the sky. But with the inclement weather forecast still
lurking in the back of our minds, we opt to take the main
tourist route up to the Cirque de Gavarnie. We join a throng
of other walkers heading up the aptly nicknamed ‘Dung
Route’ which follows the rushing chalky-turquoise waters
of the Gave de Gavarnie, our nostrils constantly assaulted
by odeur de cheval! The three and a half kilometre route
crosses an ancient stone bridge and passes pretty
meadows starred with thousands of colourful flowers
before it climbs gently, threading its way through mixed
woodland which offers some reprieve from the relentless
heat of the sun.
We emerge blinking in the fierce sunlight from this
woodland to a wondrous view of a riparian scene fit to
grace the lid of any biscuit tin. The Gave de Gavarnie
flows languidly through the broad gravel-strewn bottom of
the valley. In places it has braided, its turquoise channels
meandering round small islands studded with trees.
Ahead the view is dominated by the massive corrie that
looms behind the interlocking spurs of the surrounding
mountains which sweep down dramatically to the valley

View of the Cirque de Gavarnie from the ‘Dung Route’
Sharron Schwartz

floor. One can’t help but feel humbled and insignificant set
amid the enormity and grandeur of this landscape.
The route now descends to greet the gravelly valley
bottom before climbing steeply towards the Cirque.
Sweaty red-faced walkers lean heavily on large wooden
staffs in the stifling humidity, while the indolent clatter
by on horses hired at Gavarnie. After about an hour we
arrive at L'Hôtellerie du Cirque. This nineteenth century
building, dwarfed by the vast glacial amphitheatre beyond,
is somewhat faded in its majesty and now only functions
as a restaurant in the high season. But what a view it
commands!
Weeping waterfalls topple from atop a semi-circle of
vertical cliffs gleaming with snow and ice below a ceruleanblue sky streaked with angel-white cloud. Here France’s
highest waterfall plunges 422m in a display of misty
majesty. We grab a shady table on the restaurant’s terrace,
glad to avail ourselves of ice cool beer and a platter of
delicious local meats and cheeses. A veritable honey pot,
this site attracts about a million tourists every year. It’s not
hard to see why - it’s a sight to send poets and artists into
raptures.
Too many beers later, we begin the climb up into the
Cirque. Most people don’t venture much farther than

L'Hôtellerie, and after half an hour we find ourselves quite
alone to commune with the majesty of the glacial landscape.
The rocky ground is flecked with meadow flowers and
the passage of our feet kicks up the heady aroma of wild
thyme. The towering cliffs, their strata laid bare like a layer
cake, appear to be bearing down on us, while soft white
clouds sail above their snow-streaked heights. The only
sound is the constant roar of the waterfalls, the clanking of
sheep bells and the periodic chirping of crickets. We might
have been the only two people left in the world, so deep is
our sense of solitude.
At the Mercy of the Elements

But the sky is changing. The flour-white pillows of cloud
rapidly mutate into something dark and vengeful, boiling
masses coiling and writhing in shades of battleship-grey
and tar-black that swallow the sun. We quickly turn tail
towards L'Hôtellerie where the waiters are hurriedly
packing away the terrace umbrellas. A faint acrid whiff of
chlorine sends us fleeing past it in a tide of other walkers
hoping to reach Gavarnie before the storm breaks. Our
efforts are in vain. As we stop to don our waterproof
jackets, the wind begins to gust, rising to a frenzy as a
mighty thunderclap rends the air and ricochets round the
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valley. All at once the thrumming clouds begin to spit out
hailstones and torrential rain. Large puddles appear almost
instantaneously and connect rapidly to form a swirling
mass of water which floods the gravel track now dancing
with spray.
The hailstones are huge and send people shrieking for
cover under a canopy of pine trees close to the track. Tall
and upright, they line up around us like silent sentinels as
lightning luridly illuminates their blackened trunks and the
earth seems to shudder with each clap of thunder. Leery
of sheltering under a group of isolated trees, we decide
to seek somewhere more suitable to ride out the storm.
Through buckshot rain and hailstones that deliver a vicious
sting with every strike, we brave the unending downpour

The cliffs and waterfalls
of the Cirque de Gavarnie
Sharron Schwartz
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through ankle deep water past battered meadows reeking
with petrichor, and eventually arrive back at our hotel
soaked to the gussets.
The next morning dawns still and damp. A watery sun
is shining feebly through columns of slowly moving mist,
casting weak lances of light across wind-beaten meadows
where steam is rising steadily from the grass. The vaporous
tendrils drift upwards to join a bank of thickening grey cloud
lying angrily atop the Cirque. The atmosphere is pregnant
with rain. A distant rumble of thunder confirms that the
forecast was accurate after all and that we had made the
right call to abandon our four day trek. The weather has set
in and our walking in the Pyrenees is unfortunately over. g

The central section of Liathach
doing a good Reeks imitation
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Celtic Fringe
Author and mountain leader Iain Thow draws comparison between
the Scottish and Irish mountain landscapes
The first thing that strikes you when comparing the
Scottish hills with the Irish ones is the huge amount they
have in common. They’re both sets of wild rough hills on
the raggedy western edge of Europe and their geology,
climate and history aren’t all that different. In terms of
specific areas then Sutherland is like Connemara, Torridon
is a starker Kerry, the Angus Glens resemble Wicklow, Arran
is the Mournes with sharper ridges and the Outer Hebrides
are like a less developed and even more oceanic Donegal.
It’s only really the high arctic plateau of the Cairngorms
and the alpine jaggedness of the Skye Cuillin that don’t
have Irish counterparts. Going the other way, Scotland has
nowhere remotely like the intricate “fertile rockiness” of the

Burren, a totally unique place.
The most obvious difference is scale. The Scottish
Highlands are a third higher (Ben Nevis is 1397m to
Corran Tuathaill’s 1040m) and the hills are far more
massed together. In the Highlands you get hills spreading
into the distance as far as the eye can see, but the sort
of quintessentially Irish view you get looking out over the
Golden Vale from the Galtees or towards Killarney from
the Slieve Mish just doesn’t happen. For the hill walker
this makes the Scottish hills far more serious than the Irish
ones. The consequences of an accident or route finding
error are worse because of the remoteness, and one of the
historical differences exacerbates this. Although Ireland
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The Horns of Alligin, the crux
of the traverse (in May!)
iain thow

isn’t short of abandoned cottages and has had plenty of
emigration it never suffered the wholesale clearances that
the Highlands went through 200 years ago, with whole
glens forcibly emptied. Come down to low ground off
an Irish hill and you will almost always find a road and
people, descend into a Scottish glen and you can face
several hours walk to a road, and even then you may be
hours from a habitation. In places like the Rough Bounds
of Knoydart the walk out could be a whole day’s worth.
This remoteness is one of the attractions of the place, of
course, giving a sense of huge space and wildness.
The weather too, can get a lot worse than in Ireland.
Bigger hills mean stronger winds and more rain (it actually
rains on more days in Ireland but Scotland gets higher
totals). The worst Scottish conditions have a ferocity
that Ireland’s mercurial weather usually doesn’t - on one
Hebridean day I got thrown thirty feet through the air by
the wind, and I’ve seen the cloud level drop 2000 feet in
less than a minute. That said, the only time I’ve cancelled a
walk completely in 30 years of guiding was in Connemara
- stepping outside was like having a bucket emptied over
you!
Being further north also means more snow, which
lasts well into June on the higher hills, and an ice axe
(and sometimes crampons) can be essential. It’s easy
to underestimate the snowiness when looking from the
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valley, and erring on the side of caution is advisable. Be
prepared to switch objectives if the conditions are bad –
as in Ireland, things may be much better on another group
of hills. The big hills around Ben Nevis and Glencoe keep
snow late and attract any bad weather going, in which
case the Ardgour hills just across Loch Linnhe are a useful
alternative, as well as being superb hills in their own right.
Scottish hills are often rough, but anyone used to the
Irish West will be quite at home, and in fact may find things
easier than they are used to, as most major Scottish hills
have at least one path up them. This isn’t to say that you
can’t get off the beaten track into some splendidly gnarly
terrain, but anyone used to the Maum Turks or Dunkerrons
will have no problem. Generally Scotland gets rougher the
further west and north you go, with Foinaven and Arkle
up in NW Sutherland at the extreme in both respects.
Many Irish people will know these names because of the
racehorses, but both are tremendous wild hills which will
appeal to fans of the Twelve Bens. The superb beaches at
Sandwood Bay and Oldshoremore are also must-visits if
you get up this far.
The only area in Scotland where you can’t get from one
peak to another without using your hands is the Cuillin
of Skye. If scrambling is your thing then there is nowhere
better, with sharp ridges, impressive buttresses and huge
slabs of high friction Gabbro. When on Skye don’t just
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go to the Cuillin though, as the landslips of the Storr and
the Quiraing are wonderfully dramatic places, busy but
deservedly so. The vertical sea cliffs on the NW coast are
good too, reminiscent of the N Mayo coast.
If you enjoy the Reeks but think the Cuillin might be a
bit much then I suggest visiting Torridon and doing the
classic traverses of Liathach, Beinn Alligin and Beinn
Eighe. I’m biased as this is my home patch, but for many
people these are the best hills in Scotland. Liathach is the
toughest of the three, more sustained and more up and
down than the Big Gun section of the Reeks but with a
similar feel and only slightly harder. Alligin is like a more
exposed version of the East Ridge of Beenkeragh, with
lots of linked sandstone outcrops, and again lots of up and
down. Beinn Eighe is the easiest of the three technically,
but it’s a substantial day out.
If you like the sort of ridge that knows it’s a ridge but
doesn’t make you use your hands (think the Sheefrys
or Mweelrea) then head for Kintail and enjoy the sense
of being up high without the scary bit. The Five Sisters
and the Cluanie Ridge are the big classic days, but Beinn
Fhada and Beinn Sgritheall are at least as good.
One of the Cluanie’s side ridges
(also in May, we needed an ice axe)
iain thow

For those who like their mountains big and muscular
but prefer a path or easier ground then the Perthshire
hills north of Loch Tay would be a good destination. Ben
Lawers and the Tarmachans will appeal to anyone who
enjoys the Galtees, while Schiehallion resembles a less

Loch Neldricken, Galloway.
iain thow

pointed Errigal. For anyone based in Ireland, though, the
most accessible Scottish hills are in Galloway, and these
neglected hills are well worth a trip. The Irish hills they most
resemble are the Nephin Begs, broad steep-sided ridges
flanked by some very rough ground.
As in Ireland, all the best walks finish in a pub, and
although there are fewer of these than in the land of
flowing Guinness all the areas mentioned have at least
one excellent hostelry. The Sligachan in Skye and the
Clachaig in Glen Coe are the best known and deserve their
reputations, but the Torridon, Kintail Lodge, the Lawers
Inn and House o’ Hill in Galloway are all excellent places
to relax with a pint and blether over the events of the day.
Further Information:
The Scottish Mountaineering Club’s district guides
will give you a lifetime’s worth of ideas, the North-West
Highland one being particularly inspiring. Lots of interesting
background in them too.
For the Cuillin, the SMC’s Skye Scrambles is by far the
best guide, and it has good routes in other parts of the
island too. Ralph Storer’s book is excellent too.
The most used sources for the big hills are the SMC
guide to the Munros and the website Walk Highlands.
Either will give you the standard routes, as will the Pocket
Mountains series.
The absolute essential, of course, is the relevant
Ordnance Survey map, which will show you more
possibilities than any guidebook possibly could. You
can legally walk anywhere in Scotland (with the obvious
sensible exceptions like military ranges, people’s gardens
etc) so are free to make up your own routes. g
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Are mountains a drug and
walking up them an addiction?

Liz Ashton ponders the question

I have been asking myself the question more and more
frequently over the last number of years; ‘Am I an addict?’
I decided to investigate and discovered the definition for
an addiction is:
‘A compulsion to use a substance or continue with certain
behaviour making you feel good or to avoid bad feelings'.
Whilst looking at the 10 common signs and symptoms, I
knew I was definitely addicted to ... hill walking and summit
bagging!

5. Poor judgement. Going walking when you know you
should be doing housework, cutting the grass or some
other domestic duties!
6. Drug seeking. Spending time and energy deciding on
which new summit to ‘bag’ next.
7. Financial trouble. Travelling to far flung corners of the
island (and the world!) to climb new mountains.
8. Neglecting responsibilities. Taking a day off work to
go walking when the weather is perfect.

1. Cravings. People may experience intense urges
or cravings for the drug (mountains) as their addiction
develops.

9. Developing unhealthy friendships. Hanging out with
people who have similar habits and may also want to go
and bag a few more summits.

2. Physical dependency. Needing to get out on the hills.

10. Isolation. This is the one symptom I do not suffer from
as I love nothing better than heading off to the hills with a
group of friends.

3. Tolerance. Over time building up a tolerance and needing
to get out more and more (hill walking most weekends!)
4. Withdrawal symptoms. Experience a ‘low’ whenever
you can’t go walking and you really want to.

So, tell me about these
compulsions, Mr. Murphy.
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So you have to ask yourself the question; Are you addicted
too?

Walking Into History

The Summit

A wintry North Prison on Lugnaquilla. The men would have had to traverse a similar scene in darkness.
SHARRON SCHWARTZ

Colin Murphy recounts the historical events that are commemorated
in the present-day Art O'Neill Challenge.
At midnight on a bitterly cold December 25, 1591, three
men set off from Dublin Castle on a trek that would make
even the hardiest hillwalkers or mountaineers shiver, a
journey laced with tragedy and suffering, but ultimately,
triumph. Those men were Art O'Neill, Red Hugh O'Donnell
and Edward Eustace and every year their expedition
is remembered with The Art O’Neill Challenge, which
retraces the route the escapees took and is described
by all who participate as among the greatest hillwalking
challenges to be had in Ireland. And while that’s most
likely very true, the anguish, pain and exhaustion endured
by today’s walker is nothing compared to those original
fugitives from oppression. This is the story of that original
journey – arguably the greatest hill walk ever undertaken
in Ireland.

Rebellious teenager

At the age of fifteen, Red Hugh O’Donnell, son of a
prominent Donegal Gaelic Lord was seized by the English
Lord Deputy of Ireland, Sir John Perrot, imprisoned in
Dublin Castle, and held there as ransom against any
alliance between the O’Donnell and O’Neill clans.

The teenager soon found he had company in his cell
in the shape of Art and Henry O’Neill, sons of Shane
O’Neill of Tyrone, another powerful Gaelic lord of the era,
both of whom were also
being held as ransom.
The young men endured
their harsh captivity for
five long years before they
contrived a plan to escape
their captors. Visitors had
smuggled in two items – a
length of silk rope and a
metal file with which they
managed to remove their
fetters. They then made
their way to the privy
house and levering up a
Sir John Perrot, who
drain cover that opened
onto the exterior of the ultimately got a taste of his
own medicine when he
castle walls, they used
came to a sticky end in
the rope to climb down
The Tower of London.
George Powle (Public Domain)
into the fetid trench that
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surrounded the castle and that served as both defensive
moat and sewer, swam across and clambered up to
freedom. The three were wearing only threadbare prison
clothes, which were now wet, as they emerged into the
freezing night air, and their feet were clad only in wellworn shoes. Luckily a young man called Edward Eustace
was there to greet them, whose part in the story is often
overlooked. He’d been sent by Shane O’Neill to guide

Map of Dublin in 1610. The St. Patrick’s Cathedral
gate is clearly visible near the bottom, the road
beyond leading towards Harold’s Cross
John Speed (Public Domain)

Dublin Castle in 1600. The Record Tower, which still
stands today, and from which the prisoners made
their escape, can be seen on the bottom right.
C. Crotty (Public Domain)

the escapees to a sanctuary in the stronghold of Fiach
MacHugh O'Byrne, an ally who lived deep in the heart of
the Wicklow mountains. At this point Henry O’Neill decided
to take his chances on his own, much to the annoyance of
his brother and Red Hugh – ‘they grieved at the separation
of Henry from them’ – but the remaining three proceeded
with the plan.

A cold day in hell

The escapees moved unnoticed through the city and
managed to exit through the gates before they were shut
for the night, probably the exit then situated next to St.
Patrick’s Cathedral. After that they had to scale the Pale’s
protective rampart, ‘a strong, huge palisade which was
outside the city’.
They were then in open countryside, with only the
occasional homestead in sight, but because of the danger
their escape might be discovered, they largely had to keep
off the main roads. They most likely proceeded towards
Terenure/Tempelogue, much as the modern route does,
although the conditions were much harsher for those
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sixteenth century walkers. There were sub-zero conditions
and they were ill-equipped for the journey, with little or no
food or drink, and conditions underfoot would have been
treacherous. There is scant detail in the surviving accounts
(mostly from ‘The Annals of the Four Masters’) of the route
they took, merely a few small clues - and here there is
some division among historians.

One way or another?

The route of today’s modern walk veers south-west
towards Tallaght after Tempelogue, but the sources from
the day state clearly that they ‘proceeded by every intricate
and difficult place until they arrived upon the surface of
the Sliabh Rua.’ The only hill known by that name at the
time was Three Rock Mountain, which is on the northeastern slopes of the Dublin/Wicklow Mountains. It is also,
as anyone who’s ever taken a stroll along Kimmage Road
or Terenure Road North can inform you, directly in line with
the southern route they most likely took when exiting the
city.
Despite this, many historians believe that the group
headed for Tallaght, then turned south up through
Glenasmole and the slopes of Kippure, circling Lough
Bray and making their way to Sally Gap. From there they
might have followed the track that is now the Military Road
towards Laragh and then veered south-west to Glenmalure.
Alternatively, if we take the Annals literally, they might have
fled to Three Rock to get off the roads as it would have
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Three Rock Mountain
Joe King (Creative Commons)

been the first bit of wilderness they encountered, then
descended the other side and by-passed all the Wicklow
mountains by an easterly route, before finally turning back
into the hills at Laragh.

Ancient clues

Having said all that, there are a couple of key arguments
that favour something more similar to the modern route
via west Wicklow. One is the name of their guide, Edward
Eustace. The Eustace clan came almost exclusively
from eastern Kildare and West Wicklow (e.g.‘BallymoreEustace’), so it is quite likely he would take them via
tracks that were familiar to him, especially as he had
zero navigation aids. The second clue is in the location
of what has become know as ‘Art’s Grave’. This is to be
found high up in the Gleenreemore Valley, which is directly
north of Conavalla Mountain. It simply makes common
sense that the fugitives would have approached here from
a north-western direction. But that said, the location of
the plaque and cross that mark the spot are based on
oral tradition, nothing more. There is a reference to them
resting ‘under the shelter of a high rocky precipice’, and
while Gleenreemore Valley fits that bill, so do a hundred
other places in Wicklow. So the mystery of the precise
route the fugitives took, it will have to remain just that, a
mystery.

Solid mettle

Whatever route they took it was incredibly harrowing. Art
had injured his leg in the escape and was also the oldest,
and after a few hours the others had to put one of Art’s
arms around each shoulder and half-carry him. A heavy
snowfall then commenced and deteriorated to nearblizzard conditions. You probably know how difficult it would
be walking across rising moorland in these conditions in
your modern hillwalking gear. Now add in pitch darkness,
carrying an injured man, threadbare clothing and footwear,
no food and no GPS or compass - and try and imagine it
again!

It is hardly surprising that when they reached
Gleenreemore Valley, that Art said he couldn’t go on. Red
Hugh then told Eustace to continue to Glenmalure and
bring help, which he did. Accounts vary as to how long it
was before that help returned – one more night or three,
depending on your source, although it’s unlikely either man
could have survived for three nights. Whenever it was, the
original account describes their condition when found
quite vividly:
‘Alas! Unhappy and miserable was their condition... Their
bodies were covered over with white-bordered shrouds of
hailstones freezing around them on every side, and their
light clothes and fine threaded shirts too adhered to their
skin…so that covered as they were with snow, it did not
appear to the men who had arrived that they were human
beings at all, for they found no life…as if they were dead.’
And sadly, Art had indeed died while Eustace was away.

A depiction of the search party coming upon the
tragic scene.
IMAGE CREDIT UNKNOWN

Tradition holds that he was buried on the spot, which is
nowadays marked with a plaque in a small hollow in the
cliff side.
The party who arrived were ‘bearing food, ale and beer’,
(so credit for getting their priorities right!), and while Red
Hugh was revived somewhat by this, his feet were both
frostbitten and he had to be carried the remainder of the
way to Glenmalure. He later had to have both big toes
amputated ‘above the second joint’, but otherwise made
a full recovery.
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The plaque marking the spot where Art O’Neill died, according to tradition. The plaque was erected in 1992
and replaced one that had been there since 1932. Visitors occasionally leave wreaths or flowers at the spot.
Photo by PJD, (2008)

Lived to fight another day

In the following years Red Hugh earned legendary status
in his native Donegal and in Ireland generally, became the
leader of the O’Donnell Clan, driving the crown sheriff and
his men out of Tyrconnell, forging an alliance with Shane
O’Neill and winning three famous victories against the
English at the Battle of Clontibret, the Battle of Yellow Ford
and the Battle of Curlew Pass. He would even one day
be the subject of a Disney movie – The Fighting Prince
of Donegal! So it looks like all the effort of that terrible,
astonishing feat of endurance was well worth it! Red Hugh
O’Donnell, Art O’Neill and Henry O’Neill also hold the
unique record of being the only prisoners to successfully
escape from Dublin Castle.
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Claim to fame

There is a slight irony in both the title and the route of the
modern ‘Art O’Neill Challenge’, which finishes at Greenane
at the south-eastern end of Glenmalure (a harrowing fifty
three km.) Art O’Neill died some fifteen kilometres short
of here and Red Hugh O’Donnell had to be stretchered
the final leg. The only person to actually go the complete
distance back in 1592, was the forgotten man of the tale,
the lowly servant and guide, Edward Eustace, who has
been denied his moment of fame, but who, if justice is
served, could quite plausibly claim the title of ‘Ireland’s
greatest ever hillwalker’. g
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Winter Hillwalking

Walking into Coire an t-Sneachda, Cairngorms
paul kellagher

Winter in the hills can be magical, but you need to be prepared. Paul
Kellagher has some top tips to improve your winter walking skills.
If you enjoy hillwalking you will probably want to extend
your pastime all year round. But when snow and ice cover
the mountains it can be both exhilarating and daunting all
in one. True winter conditions in Ireland are often shortlived, but conditions can and do occur when you will need
to extend your repertoire of skills to stay safe. If you wish
to venture further afield to walk in the Scottish Highlands,
the Lake District, or North Wales, learning some new skills
can open up a winter wonderland.
Cairn Mor Dearg, Scotland in stunning conditions
paul kellagher

The Mountains in winter

In Scotland, Winter conditions can often prevail for more
than 6 months of the year. Snow will cover tracks and
Cairns making proficient navigation skills a necessity.
Some Munros will take you along well defined ridges, but
peaks like Ben Machdui in the heart of the Cairngorm
Plateau require an ability to navigate for many kilometres
often in limited visibility with few reference points. Even
a light wind can quickly whip up spindrift, creating
“White Out” Conditions. Although the advent of
GPS has undoubtly simplified navigation, there has
been multiple reported difficulties with phone Apps
pertaining to battery life. The basic skills of navigation
with a Map and Compass should not be overlooked
and should be well honed. If you are planning to
head for the Hills this winter, practice your navigation
skills, walking on a bearing, and measuring distance
using timing and pacing. Get onto unfamiliar and
untracked ground in poor visibility or at night. A good
headtorch is an essential investment as winter days
can be short and travel slower than anticipated due
to conditions underfoot. If you are unsure of these
skills booking on a Mountain Skills course will help
you master the basics.
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Navigation in poor visibility on Cuilcagh
paul kellagher

are comparatively rated C1 (walking) to C3, rigid climbing.
Although a B1 boot will hold a flexible walking crampon
such as a Grivel G10, care should be taken to match the
combination carefully. A stiffer B2 boot and corresponding
C2 crampon will provide a more stable platform, particularly
on steeper ground. Many of the Scottish based outdoor
retailers will hire boots and crampons if this is your first trip.
Learning to walk in stiff boots and crampons is something
that takes time, in particular learn how to walk up, down
and across slopes, whilst not tripping or spiking your
own leg is well spent time. Also, practice moving without
crampons kicking steps into the snow with your boots.
This is where a B2 boot excels allowing you to kick firm
platforms into surprisingly hard snow.

Clothing

Most hillwalkers will already have suitable clothing for
Winter walking. A good waterproof Jacket with a decent
hood is a must, but over trousers will be easier to put on
and take off if they have a full leg zip, particularly if you are
wearing crampons. Clothing systems should be based on
a layering principle, although your focus will be on keeping
warm, equally avoid the peril of overheating. Apart from
sapping energy, overheating will quickly result in sweat
damp clothes which will chill you later. I generally start my
day at the car feeling cold, it soon passes with movement.
Traveling in Winter conditions.
It is often quoted the Inuit peoples have more than 50
words for snow. Whilst the reality is not quite the case,
snow is an ever-changing entity. As walkers, these
variations will greatly impact our travel plans, soft deep
snow can be quickly exhausting but at the opposite end
of the spectrum hard Névé which can turn an innocent
summer slope into one where an uncontrolled slide can
have lethal consequences. Névé is snow that has partially
melted and been subjected to refreezing. Much emphasis
is often placed on the ability to self-arrest, the ice axe
break, but the real trick is not to slip in the first place.
Starting at the feet Boots are the one thing that you are
likely to need to upgrade if you are beginning to pursue
winter hillwalking. Boots need to be stiff enough to kick
solid steps in harder snow, keep feet warm and support
a crampon. Several years ago, New Zealand Mountain
Guide Brian Hall established a compatibility system for
Boots and Crampons. Most retailers will now refer to this
in their specifications, Boots are rated from B0 (a flexible
summer walking boot that will not accept a crampon) to B3
(a fully rigid boot designed for winter climbing) Crampons
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Descending off Ben Nevis towards Cairn Mor Dearg
in winter. Here, a simple slip will almost certainly have
fatal consequences.
paul kellagher

Ice Axe

A good ice axe is an essential winter companion, length
is a very personal choice with a 60cm shaft often being
suggested as ideal for walking. I prefer shorter at around
50cm, finding it less unwieldy on steeper ground. Your axe
is used as support, for cutting steps in steeper ground,
arresting a small slip and as a last resort as a break to
stop a slip becoming a serious slide. There is still some
debate about the use of a wrist leash, although first instinct
suggests this as being a good idea, you will be constantly
swapping your axe to your uphill hand. Slipping your wrist
in and out becomes a faff and you will often see walkers
with the leash flailing about. This quickly becomes a
serious trip hazard. Most winter mountaineers now prefer
no leash, learn to never drop your axe. My own preference
is to carry a quickly detachable leash in the top of my
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rucksack that I can attach if I find myself on very steep
ground. A word of caution on ski poles, whilst a fantastic
bit of kit, Ski poles can lead to a false sense of security
on steeper ground. Avoid using the wrist loops on poles,
if they snag between rocks the loop only compounds the

Group learning skills on a winter mountaineering course
paul kellagher

risk of injury to the wrist or causing a fall. Larger snow
baskets are a must for winter walking. Your axe should be
kept accessible at all times and poles packed away before
you find yourself teetering at the top of a long run out. One
simple trick is to slide your axe between your shoulder
blades and rucksack, this leaves it within easy reach.

Winter Weather and Avalanches

Weather forecasting has greatly improved in my lifetime and
allowed us to access updated forecasts for specific areas.
The excellent site http://www.mwis.org.uk/ continues to
provide daily forecasts for the majority of mountain areas in
the UK. Whilst the Scottish Avalanche Information service
provides forecasts in Scotland throughout the winter

season. http://www.sais.gov.uk/ Following the weather
and avalanche forecasts well in advance of your trip will
help you understand how conditions change and weather
impacts on avalanche risk. In Scotland the primary type of
avalanche is caused by a build-up of windslab. Windslab
occurs when the wind, a regular feature in the mountains
transports show, depositing it in layers, sometimes to a
depth of several metres. Weaknesses within the snow
pack layers create the conditions for an avalanche to
occur. The triggering factor is often additional loading,
with a single walker often making the difference. It’s worth
remembering avalanches most frequently occur on angles
between 30 and 45 degrees, the sort of place you just
might be! Attending an avalanche information course is
highly recommended. It’s also important to remember that
the majority of avalanche related deaths in Scotland are
not as a result of burial, but being swept over or through
rocks and cliffs. Even a small slide can take you off your
feet.
Next steps. I have only touched on some of the essentials in
this short article. Gaining further skills and knowledge opens
up a whole new perspective to hillwalking and standing on
a clear summit in winter looking across miles of mountains
is a sight rarely forgotten. If you don’t have experienced
friends to take you on your first steps consider joining a
course. Mountaineering Ireland runs a Winter meet each
February in Scotland with a range of skills courses on offer
to members. If you are thinking of joining another course
look for the Association of Mountaineering Instructors
Logo,
http://www.mountain-training.org/associations/
ami/about-ami Members advertising winter courses will be
trained and assessed to a very high standard in a range of
winter mountain skills.

Further information

Winter Skills. Mountain Leader Training Handbooks- Vol 3.
Cunningham, A. and Fyffe, A. ISBN 0-9541511-3-5.
BMC Winter Essentials video: https://www.thebmc.co.uk/
winter-essentials-dvd
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Chance-Million-ScottishAvalanches/dp/0907521592

Ronnie Smith MIC discussing windslab on Stob Coire
Nan Lochan, Glencoe
paul kellagher

Author: Paul Kellagher is the current president of the Board
of Mountaineering Ireland. He is a Qualified Mountaineering
Instructor, holds the Mountain Instructors Award, Winter
Mountain leader award and has completed MIC Training.
The hills in Winter are his favourite mountaineering
experience. Paul has walked and climbed in Scotland and
the Alps for 25 years. g
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GALLERY

Our members continue to express their creativity with some
wonderful images of our hills and mountains. Here are a few
of the best landscapes posted on MountainViews in 2016.

Brandon Peak peter walker

Caoinkeen SE Top: Lough Nambrackderg & Lough Beg. Thomas_g
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Cullaghacro, Bluestacks aidy mcglynn

View from summit of Tormore North Island, Donegal. iain miller
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Glorious intricacy in Killary Fjord, from the Devils Mother mountain colin murphy
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Croaghgorm SW Top, Bluestacks aidy mcglynn
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Misty magnificence on Slieve Donard sharron Schwartz

Glenelly Valley, Sperrins aidy mcglynn
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Knockboy aidy mcglynn
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Clew Bay from Bengorm gerard sheehy
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Summit trig of Corranabinnia, Nephin Begs
VAL JONES

Navigating in low visibility can be quite a challenge, writes Val Jones
Bengorm & Corranabinnia

At In June I was in Mayo with a day to spare and wanted to
do a reasonably short hike on my own. Not wishing to do
Mweelrea or Croagh Patrick again, and heading to Achill
with others the following day I looked at other options.
Initially I looked at Nephin Mór, but then the descriptions of
the Glendahurk Horseshoe caught my attention. Bengorm
would be an achievable target then I could retreat if
conditions were bad. I set out to do the circuit as on
Mountain Views in an anti clockwise direction, parked at
the stile, followed the dirt road initially then turned north
towards Bengorm. I probably should have gone further
along the road then turned up the marked route to the
mass rock, which I picked up after plodding over some
wet ground. The mass rock and then the summit of
Bengorm were achieved relatively quickly, and looking
back the views over Clew bay got better the higher I got.
Bengorm is a decent short hike in itself, but it got far
more interesting continuing on. The ground was rockier
and drier, but the next peaks were in mist. 2 steep
descents and climbs over Bengorm North West brought

me to the rock strewn summit of Corranabinnia. Visibility
was down to ~30 meters, a pity as I'm sure the views
must be spectacular. I took a careful bearing and headed
South West over the ridge to Corranabinnia SW. There
was no wind and it was straightforward, although there
was nothing but white mist below me on each side, until I
came to the rockstep. I clambered down to the left then up
around until I got to a flattish area, and could hear the wind
in the cliffs to the north. I continued west over the summit
area expecting to find a cairn or something marking the
summit but I was only clambering over peat hags. When I
thought I had gone far enough I turned south, and seem to
be following out to the ridge. However the ground dropped
away steeper than expected and when I came out of the
mist I could see I was west of the Glenthomas river. This
forms a remarkably deep ravine which almost comes
straight from the summit. I crossed this and contoured to
the col, then up to the unnamed 478 summit, just at the
level of the mist now, then quite a long slow descent from
there back to the starting point, with no real path to follow.
Met a couple starting out to do the loop clockwise, the
only others I met on the hike.
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Slieve Foye

The second misty experience of 2016 was a post
Christmas hike with work colleagues. I decided to do
Slieve Foye in County Louth, doing a car split starting from
the Long Woman's Grave and hiking over the mountain to
Carlingford. It's an area I'm very familiar with from hiking
and orienteering over the years, including on other previous
misty occasions. As everyone knows the post Christmas
weather this year was mild and dry, however there was a

Taking a break at Slieve Foye's summit
VAL JONES

cloud just sitting on Slieve Foye. In the rush to get started
I left my compass in the car. We climbed up to Fox's rock,
once up any height visibility was only about 20 meters.
We followed arrows marked on the rocks, which I think
have been recently added and would normally provide
a good trail to follow. We came to a small lake but then
after it we couldn't see the next arrow. OK, I though we'll
continue on the same height. In a short while we ended
up back at the same lake. Then I asked does anyone have
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any compass or other aid. One guy had a Garmin watch.
OK I thought we'll use that to continue east. Somehow,
we went around in another circle and ended up back at
the same lake again. Garmin watches don't settle anything
like as quickly as a magnetic compass.
Next plan we went to the last arrow, then fanned out
until one of us found the next arrow. That worked, and we
continued successfully for another kilometer or so. Then
the arrows started leading downhill. I thought we were
further on than we actually were and thought they must
be leading down to the carpark in the woods overlooking
Carlingford estuary. So we continued contouring and
climbing. Again we were not climbing as steeply as I
expected, then I realized the wind was from the wrong
direction. Another guy had smart phone, and went into
Google maps and the terrain view. I could relate where it
located us to the map I had, and provided we gave it settle
time, could orientate us. We continued downhill between
2 lakes, and we picked up the arrows again. I was now
confident of where we were, and we shortly started the
steep climb to the main ridge of Slieve Foye. We continued
along the ridge, we lost the arrows a few times but picked
them up again. Even at the main summit we were looking
at some peaks but I knew the actual summit had a trig
pillar. It eventually loomed out of the mist for us. After that
it was a short steep descent down to Carlingford, then into
PJs for refreshments.
A lesson in what technology can do and it's limitations,
and what can easily go wrong. It's easy to be complacent
in an area you think you are familiar with. I'll make sure I
have my trusty magnetic compass with me in future. g
Editor’s note: The outstanding honesty of the second
part of the article really shows how things can go wrong
and how mist navigation needs practice. We covered
this to an extent in the last Annual which had an article
on using GPS including the pitfalls. One of the pitfalls
is in not giving a GPS time to locate itself. In general
I would be strongly opposed to arrows marking routes
on Irish hills as detracting from the sense of wilderness
and causing trail damage. Hillwalkers should learn to
navigate, how to use maps (not mentioned for Slieve Foye)
and properly use GPS or compass. Using a basic GPS
with summit positions from MV and a contour map on it
such as the free one from Emerald Isle would have sorted
both misty encounters as one possible way. I know this
from using these tools in mist on that same ridge south of
Corranabinnia – see MV track 1775. This or other sorts
of practiced navigation are the way to go.
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The Big Quiz

Put your knowledge of Irish hills and mountains to good use and win
a copy of MountainViews' “A Guide to Ireland’s Mountain Summits”
Question 1: Can you name
this iconic north-west
peak?

Question 4: The Nine Stones are located in
which mountain range?
Question 5: On which NW mountain will you
find this stone altar, hidden in a rocky cleft?

Question 2: Name this
poultry-themed Mourne hill.

Question 6: Excluding Achill, what is the highest
of our island summits?
Question 7: This stony plateau is on which
Donegal mountain summit?
Question 3: Identify the lough in this satellite
view of a Wicklow mountain.

Question 8: Three Counties Hollow is located near
one of our County Highpoints. Can you name the
three counties?
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Question 9: 'X' marks the summit of which top in
a Cork city suburb?

Question 10: At 814m Mweelrea is the highest
mountain in Connacht. But which summit is the
second-highest?
Question 11: Identify the feature crossing
Eagle Mountain and Slievemoughanmore below

Question 12: If you were standing in The Gap of
Mamore, which hill range would you be in?
Question 13: This graveyard is on the slopes of
which midlands hill overlooking the Bog of Allen?

Question 14: An unusual summit marker - but on
which Offaly hill?

Question 15: This Munster hill is 'helium averse'
(anagram, 12 letters)
Question 16: If you parked your car in Kilcash,
which Munster hill would you be likely to climb?

Question 17: On which mountain would
you find this rather ominous sign?
Question 18: Droibhéal is the gaelic name for
which Wicklow hill?
Question 19: In which mountain range would you
find Crotty's Lough?
Question 20: Coomacloghane is on the border of
which two counties?
To enter, email your answers (title your email
as ‘Quiz’) to secretary@mountainviews.ie
Please send entries by 28th February.
First correct answers drawn wins the copy of
“A Guide to Ireland’s Mountain Summits”
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Bag Yourself
the Perfect Gift.

The Arderins, the Vandeleur-Lynams, the 27 County Highpoints and the island’s
Hundred Highest mountains, all listed in one volume, using updated data and
information as contributed by the MountainViews.ie community.
It’s the indispensible guide to Ireland's summits for the peak-bagger, summiteer
and hillwalker alike!
Available online and in all good bookshops.

SOS

An appeal for your help from Mountainviews.ie
As you know, Mountainviews.ie exists solely
through the efforts of its volunteers and
contributors.
And hopefully we can continue to offer this
free resource for a very long time. While the
Mountainviews committee is well-represented
across a broad number of skills such as
strategic planning, design, surveying, research
etc, we do urgently need some support on the
technical side, as the entire workload for this
area currently falls on a single individual.
To this end we are asking for volunteers to
help ensure the continuance of Mountainviews.
ie into the future, by offering to assist in matters
such as software maintenance, making minor
feature changes, fixing bugs, dealing with
hosting issues etc.

The MountainViews.ie website is developed
using Open Source Tools such as Linux,
Apache, MySQL, PHP, Javascript, jQuery
and OpenLayers. It is hosted on a virtual
server. Volunteering would involve from a
couple of hours committment a week to more,
depending on interest.
Please help ensure that Mountainviews.
ie remains the finest hillwalking resource in
these islands.
If you think you have at least some of the
necessary technical skills, and would like a
chat without committment, please contact
admin@mountainviews.ie

Many thanks

The summit
of Ireland’s
hillwalking
year

An Irish Mountain Gathering 2017
With special guest speakers Paul Clements, author of the
hilarious book about the County Highpoints ‘The Height of
Nonsense’ and acclaimed landscape photographer and climber
Gareth McCormack, author of ‘The Mountains Of Ireland’.
Don’t miss the annual MountainViews/Walkers Association of
Ireland annual evening of fascinating talks, humour, socializing,
the awards for Ireland’s best summiteers, and a beverage or two.
Where: Lansdowne Hotel, 27 -29 Pembroke Rd, Dublin 4.
When: Friday 17th February, 8pm (Doors open 7.30 pm)
There will be a small charge (€8) on the door.
Directions here www.lansdownehotel.ie.
The excellent bar facilities allow you to have a drink with other hillwalkers
after the event. You can get a meal before the meeting also. Should you wish
to stay overnight then please consider staying with the Lansdowne.
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